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**READ GRAND PRIZE**
- Lumipet Bear Light
- Soft Book Stand
- Book Making Kit
- Tall Tales Game
- 5 Magnetic Bookmarks
- Hugging Warmie Sloths

**EXPLORE GRAND PRIZE**
- Hedgehog Crystal Kit
- Scavenger Hunt Game
- Gravity Maze
- Kiwi Coding Kit
- Animal Tracks Game

**CREATE GRAND PRIZE**
- Friendship Bracelet
- Nat Geo Marble Run
- Magnatiles
- Perler Beads
- Puppet Making Kit
When you finish the Super Summer Challenge, you can enter to win one of these grand prizes! Winners will be chosen in a random drawing. The deadline to enter is Monday, July 31.

TEENS GRAND PRIZES

- Books:
  - Dragon Pearl
  - The Infinity Courts
  - Star Wars book
- Baby Yoda Socks
- Dragon Pearl
- Galaxy Projector
- Inflatable Alien
- Space Pins

MANGA GRAND PRIZE

- Books:
  - Haikyuu
  - Komi Can't Communicate
  - My Hero Academia
  - 9 Tailed Fox Plush
- FMA Pocket Watch
- Japanese Snacks
- Ramen Bowl
- Sketch Book
- Sticker Pack

GRAPHIC NOVEL GRAND PRIZE

- Books:
  - Hotel Dare
  - Superman Smashes the Klan
  - Through the Woods
  - They Called us Enemy
- Art Markers
- GN Blank Book
- Speech Bubble Stickers

HORROR GRAND PRIZE

- Books:
  - Hotel Dare
  - Superman Smashes the Klan
  - Through the Woods
  - They Called us Enemy
- Art Markers
- GN Blank Book
- Speech Bubble Stickers

FANTASY GRAND PRIZE

- Books:
  - Aru Shah and the End of Time
  - The Marvellers
  - Scythe
- Assorted Herbal Teas
- Celestial Notebook
- Dragon Mug & Key Ring
- Twinkle Lights
- 3D Unicorn Puzzle

SCIF-1 GRAND PRIZE

- Books:
  - Dragon Pearl
  - The Infinity Courts
  - Star Wars book
- Baby Yoda Socks
- Dragon Pearl
- Galaxy Projector
- Inflatable Alien
- Space Pins
When you finish the Super Summer Challenge, you can enter to win one of these grand prizes! Winners will be chosen in a random drawing. The deadline to enter is Monday, July 31.